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Metallarte and RV Doors have in-
creased their efforts in view of the 
upcoming 2018-2019 season: their 

new recreational vehicle door models are 
now ready to hit the market, boosting the 
presence of these two Italian manufactur-
ers in this special production sector. Indeed, 
it’s no mystery that the recent acquisition of 

Metallarte and RV Doors by the American 
based Lippert Components aims to create 
the primary European industrial pole for the 
production of doors for motorhomes and 
caravans. With Metallarte focusing on vehicle 
entrance doors, and RV Doors specializing in 
motorhome cabin doors, production already 
stands at a market leading level. 

An entry level entrance door 
Metallarte’s newest product is a vehicle en-
trance door that aims to capture the entry 
level market. The design is an habitation en-
trance door, featuring a single closing point. 
A very simple overall concept, but one that 
is aesthetically pleasing, thanks to its mod-
ern, clean-cut design and supple lines; this 
new door stands out for its ability to com-
bine elegant design with acompetitive price 
in its market segment. As Metallarte and RV 
Doors Sales Manager Lorenzo Manni points 
out, “This new door allows us to capture 
the entry level market, with a product that 
is specially designed for entry level motor-
homes. The goal is to target the European 
market primarily, namely Italy, France and 
Spain.” Marco Marzucchi, Production Man-
ager at Metallarte states, “Although we al-
ready had a competitively priced door in our 
product catalogue – of a slightly higher level, 
we wanted to come up with an aggressive 
product that would combine reliability with 
stunning good look. It’s no wonder then that 
we opted for components that are extreme-
ly reliable and functional, with an excellent 
quality to price ratio that provides a signifi-
cant guarantee in terms of duration.”

Left: Marco Marzucchi, Production Manager 
at Metallarte

New door designs for RVs
Metallarte presents its new entry level door, while RV Doors has already begun 
production on a new driver door for high-end motorhomes.
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A high quality cabin door
The new product manufactured by RV Doors 
is the exact opposite instead, targeting the 
high end of the market. Not an entrance 
door, but rather a cabin door on the driver’s 
side specially designed for Class A motor-
homes. A product that emphasizes RV Doors’ 
specialization in the manufacturing of high 
quality cabin doors, exceeding the structural 
limits of its existing product line, especially in 
terms of the design of the retaining arm.
“The older door model was equipped with a 
rather simple retaining arm,” explains Daniele 
Scavazzon, Production Manager at RV Doors, 
“with a bracket coupled to a gas spring. The 
new door instead features an arm mecha-
nism with an automotive design, which stops 
the door in three preset positions, as for 
automobiles. At a later stage, a door-stop-
ping block integrated with the retaining arm 
will also be adopted. This driver cabin door 
comes with several enhancements, featuring 
a modern look and improved sealing system, 
with a single profile and intermediate seal.”

Canvas slide out
Garnerning a great amount of public atten-
tion at the latest CMT show in Stuttgart was a 
caravan prototype by Dethleffs, featuring an 
interior space extension created using canvas 
walls. This product was designed by Metal-
larte, in partnership with Volklandt Con-
sulting. In essence, the design consists of a 
manual slide-out, featuring foldaway walls in 
a soft material made of a special waterproof 
fabric: an especially interesting solution for 
the caravan sector, where proposals based on 
an electrical drive mechanism powered by an 
auxiliary battery aren’t always accepted. The 
absence of sandwich panel walls makes this 
design more lightweight than a traditional 
slide-out, with limited clearance requirements 
once closed. Identified as “Fold Out Slide”, 
this design is part of the “Space on Demand” 
strategy currently being promoted by the 
Lippert Components group, of which Metal-
larte is a subsidiary: the goal is to offer a wide 
range of products capable of enhancing the 
cabin’s interior space, without increasing the 
exterior dimensions, allowing for the realiza-
tion of new living space solutions.

The new cabin door and Daniele Scavazzon, Production Manager at RV Doors




